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Eclipse 4 Plug-in Development by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	This is a truly hands-on book for developing Eclipse plug-ins. A whole series of "Time for Action" sections gets you involved in practical examples that teach you everything from the very basics to more advanced activities.


	Overview

	
		Create plug-ins to extend the Eclipse runtime covering Eclipse...
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Implementing Domain-Specific Languages with Xtext and XtendPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know Eclipse then learning how to implement a DSL using Xtext is a natural progression. And this guide makes it easy to get started through a step-by-step approach accompanied with simple examples.


	Overview

	
		Learn to quickly develop a domain-specific language with Xtext
	
		Implement any...
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Google Web Toolkit for AjaxO'Reilly, 2007
The Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a nifty framework that Java programmers can use to create Ajax applications. The GWT allows you to create an Ajax application in your favorite IDE, such as IntelliJ IDEA or Eclipse, using paradigms and mechanisms similar to programming a Java Swing application. After you code the application in...
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Next Generation Java Testing: TestNG and Advanced ConceptsAddison Wesley, 2007
Enterprise Java developers must achieve broader, deeper test coverage, going beyond unit testing to implement functional and integration testing with systematic acceptance. Next Generation Java™ Testing introduces breakthrough Java testing techniques and TestNG, a powerful open source Java testing...
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Apache Jakarta and Beyond : A Java Programmer's IntroductionAddison Wesley, 2004
The Jakarta project consists of many powerful open source tools for the Java platform, but most lack tutorials or clear online help documentation. Apache Jakarta and Beyond is the definitive guide to using Jakarta and other Java open source tools to develop Web...
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Pro JSP, Third EditionApress, 2003
Simpler, faster, easier dynamic website development based on new additions to  an established and proven technology—that's what JavaServer Pages (JSP) 2.0 is  all about. Pro JSP, Third Edition is the most comprehensive guide and reference  to JSP 2.0 yet. It equips you with the tools, techniques, and understanding you  need to develop web...
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Arquillian Testing GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Get familiarized with the Arquillian framework and its capabilities to carry out integration and functional testing on a Java virtual machine


	Overview

	
		Build effective unit tests and integration using Arquillian and JUnit
	
		Leverage Arquillian to test all aspects of your application –...
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TestNG Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Unit/Functional testing has now become part of every development life cycle. Junit was once the main framework that was used by developers for the purpose of Unit testing when it came to Java. But Junit had certain limitations in terms of execution and features. This book explains about the features and usage of TestNg, a new framework that...
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JUnit Recipes: Practical Methods for Programmer TestingManning Publications, 2004
C Vu, Journal of ACCU
   "Very comprehensive...Highly Recommended."     


When testing becomes a developer's habit good things tend to happen--good productivity, good code, and good job satisfaction. If you want some of that, there's no better way to start your testing habit, nor to continue feeding...
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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second EditionApress, 2010

	With over 3 Million users/developers, Spring Framework is the leading “out of the box” Java framework. Spring addresses and offers simple solutions for most aspects of your Java/Java EE application development, and guides you to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications.


	The release of Spring...
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Professional Java Tools for Extreme Programming: Ant, XDoclet, JUnit, Cactus, and Maven (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
The Extreme Programming (XP) methodology enables you to build and test enterprise systems quickly without sacrificing quality. In the last few years, open source developers have created or significantly improved a host of Java XP tools, from XDoclet, Maven, AntHill, and Eclipse to Ant, JUnit, and Cactus. This practical, code-intensive guide...
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Component-Based Software Testing with UMLSpringer, 2004
Component-based software development regards software construction in terms of conventional engineering disciplines where the assembly of systems from readily-available prefabricated parts is the norm. Because both component-based systems themselves and the stakeholders in component-based development projects are different from traditional...
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